
CONTINENTAL 
SPORT ATTACK  2
This age-old company 
is revisiting motorcycle 
tyres after a long lay 
o� , and things just 
keep getting better 
from the Germans. 
This tyre is fi tted to 
half of all new BMW 
S 1000 RRs (the other 
half fi tted with 
Metzeler Racetec K3s), 
and is the evolution of 
the original Sport 
Attack from 
Continental. Every 
element of the tyre 
has been tweaked, but 
the constituent 
technologies remain 
similar to what 
Continental has been 
using recently. Black 
Chili compound 
provides good grip on 
warm up, and this is 
aided initially with the 
Traction Skin 
technology that’s used 
in the construction 
process, removing the 
need for a release 
agent to be used on 
the outside of the tyre 
(it’s still used on the 
inside to get it out of 
the mould). Activated 
Silica technology also 
provides good wet grip 
and warm-up features. 
Using di� erent 
temperatures during 
the vulcanisation 
process, there is no 
multi-compound to 
the tyre as such, 
although this process 
mimics this by creating 
a harder middle and a 
softer edge. At its core 
you’ll fi nd a zero 
degree steel belt.  
There are three front 
sizes and fi ve rear 
sizes of this German 
made rubber, including 
150 and 160-section 
options for the smaller 
stu� .  The tread 
pattern is designed to 
be familiar across the 
Continental range.

Available sizes
110/70ZR17
120/60ZR17
120/70ZR17
150/60ZR17
160/60ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/50ZR17
190/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.10kg
Rear:  6.63kg 
(190-section)

Time
Monday 
4.30/5.30pm

Temperatures
Ambient: 24
Track: 30

Pressures
Front: 33psi
Rear: 30psi
Hot Rear: 34psi

Tyre 
Temperature
Front (right/left): 
61/58
Rear (right/left): 
91/72

Stiffness
Front: 54 Shore A
Rear: 52 Shore A 

The all-new SportAttack 2 was the 
surprise of the test and suited the 
BMW’s need for discharging its 
200bhp in manic fashion.

It took several laps for confi dence 
to come, as a harsh, plastic 

feel is apparent on this new rubber. Even 
the fi ngernail test reveals a super-stiff 
construction. This stiff bias is a real 
benefi t when playtime can commence, 
as grip is incredible from both ends – 
and constant with it. After the fi rst 15 
lap session, grip degradation wasn’t an 
issue and the Contis coped well in the heat. 

Riding a 1000cc bike is all about side grip and 
the ability to drive hard on acceleration. The 
SportAttack 2’s rear hoop has astonishing levels of 
grip, allowing drive from the apex and utter 
stability during acceleration. Every lap, I was 
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Continental
sportattack 2 twisting the throttle further and harder, waiting for 

something to give. It didn’t. The front is a perfect 
playmate, as this is one of the only road-biased 
tyres that allows you to push off the throttle, such is 
the stability of the carcass and lashings of grip. We 

could have done with more time to exploit 
the front’s limitations...  

You could argue there’s too much 
grip. During corner exit at the faster 
turns mini tankslappers were produced, 
as the paranormal grip from the rear 
upset the balance from the front. More 

time with set-up should cure this. The 
Contis also didn’t track the surface as well as 

some of the other road-based rubber, probably due 
to the stiff carcass. However, this stiffness defi nitely 
brings more advantages than negatives. Along with 
the racy profi le, the steering is quick and allowed 
the circuit to fl ow more.

 Every lap I was twisting the throttle further 
and harder, waiting for something to give”

No, I said a Big Mac meal, 12 
chicken nuggets and a quarter 

pounder with cheese. And no salad

tyre test Continental



G rip was hard to come by for the 
fi rst few laps, and the tyre initially 
felt heavy to turn. But from this 
rather inauspicious start, the 
Continentals soon turned into one 
of the big surprises of the 

test. Though the lap time is on the modest 
side, the feelings generated were good, 
especially at the rear where there was 
grip galore. One little slide announced its 
limits, but this was deep into the test and 
not representative of the rear as a whole.

The story from the front wasn’t as 
glowing, but there are still positives to take 
from it. My main problem was that the front liked 
pushing the bike wide; the fourth gear fi rst turn 
exposed this most starkly. You can grit your teeth 
and get used to it, but it’s easy to fi nd yourself 
heading to the rumble strip and backing off. 

Elsewhere, the initial heavy turn-in disappears 

and you’re left with a tyre that copes well with 
everything below third gear. The complex was 
dispatched easily, where steering inputs reaped 
positive reactions. The stiff sidewalls don’t 
encourage bags of feedback, but the availability of 

grip is broadly understood. Braking wasn’t a 
strong point, and I felt I had to get on the 

anchors earlier to stop the reaction of the 
stoppers transferring weight rearward.

This is one of the only tyres that we 
dropped pressures on, lowering the front 
by a few psi while still hot. The result 

was the pushing feeling relented, but was 
still evident. The run out onto the back 

straight was now more stable, and I felt more 
confi dent holding the throttle to the stop.

Lap times may not refl ect the feelings, but 
Continental has made an excellent tyre here, and 
with some tweaks on pressure, they can be made to 
perform alongside its more established rivals.

  Though the lap time is on the modest side, 
the feelings generated were good  ”

Available sizes
110/70ZR17
120/60ZR17
120/70ZR17
150/60ZR17
160/60ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/50ZR17
190/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.10kg
Rear: 5.95kg (180-section)

Time
Monday 4.30/5.30pm

Temperatures
Ambient: 24
Track: 32

Pressures
Front: 33psi
Rear: 30psi
Hot Rear: 43psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 56/52
Rear (right/left): 84/64

Stiffness
Front: 52 Shore A
Rear: 52 Shore A 

Continental
sportattack 2

warm up 4 really hard work to get any feeling 
from during initial laps. no grip.

turn in 8 quick steering and racy profile 
allowed for race tyre-like attitude.

side grip 7 too much grip from rear unsetlled 
front in faster turns, nothing bad.

acceleration grip 8 utter confidence to drive hard from 
the apex. stable and predictable .

braking stability 8 one of few road tyres to allow trail 
braking. no flex or squirm.

consistency 9 grip barely dropped from both ends. 
predictable and consistent.

heat cycle 8 didn’t have pressure issues like rootsy. 
grip continued to impress after cooling

overall 8 amazing lap time and an amazing tyre 
that really suits a litre bike’s traits.

lap 
times

top 
speed

braking 
time 
into 2nd 
corner

braking 
force

acceleration 
out of 
2nd 
corner

time 
through 
flip 
flop

flip flop  
right 
lean 
angle

flip flop  
left 
lean 
angle

speed 
carried 
through 
last 
corner

last 
corner 
to 
finish

continental sport attack 2 mins mph seconds force (g) seconds seconds degrees degrees mph seconds

bmw s 1000 rr 1:21.191 153.19 3.97 1.01 14.625 14.313 42.6 41.0 41.30 9.063
kawasaki zx-6r 1:27.586 129.92 4.437 0.71 15.875 15.188 44.1 41.3 41.82 9.188
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bmw s 1000 rr
alastair ‘a-force’ fagan

5 not much grip from the off. i thought the 
traction skin thing have more effect.

8 fine initially, the bottom corner felt good on 
entry and turned it into a swoop.

6 the front just pushes. disconcerting in turn 
one. feel a shimmy from the front in a turn.

8 one little parp aside, it feels you can get on 
the gas early and pretty hard. good grip.

7 braking earlier to keep everything in check. 
bike starts to feel less responsive here.

8 constant performance throughout a 
session. lots of laps in the tyre.

7 dropped front pressure a little for second 
session. better response. better warm-up.

7 the rear is very impressive, the front 
improved with less pressure. 
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kawasaki zx-6r
simon ‘rootsy’ roots

With tyres like the SportAttack 
2, Continental will start to get a 

reputation. A good one, too

� PRICE
£88 FRONT, £116/£125 REAR

� CONTACT
WWW.CONTI-BIKE.CO.UK
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